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The vortex-state complex Hallconductivity (uzy)of superconducting YBazCu30, epitaxial
films is investigated from DC to radio frequencies (up to 7 x lo6 Hz), using a direct trans#

port measurement technique. The experimental results are analyzed in terms of a model
generalized from that for the dc Hall conductivity. This generalized model assumes that

1) the occurrence of sign reversal in the dc vortex-state Hall conductivity is the result of
different carrier densities within and far away from the vortex core; 2) the Drude approximation is applicable; and 3) the anomalous sign reversal occurs in the flux-flow limit. We
find that the temperature and

frequency dependencies of our complex Hall conductivity

data arein good agreement with our phenomenological model. In addition, when extended
to higher frequencies, the same model provides consistent description for the complex Hall
conductivity data at 100 - SO0 GHz. Moreover, the magnetic field ( B )dependence of the
complex Hall conductivity data reveals that both vortices (uIy) and quasiparticles (aqy)
contribute to the vortex state Hall conduction, where uIy c( B"

and uzy

B , in agree-

ment with the model. The ma.gnitude of the real part, uky, is also consistent with the
theoretical estimate, while the magnitude of the ima.ginary part, u&, is significantly larger
than the theoretical prediction. This discrepancy may be attributed to the unconventional
electronic structures in vortices of cupra.te superconductors with d-wave or mixed pairing
I
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symmetries.
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I. Introduction
The anomalous sign reversal in

the vortex-state Hall conductivity (ozy)of extreme

type-I1 superconductors is an outstanding issue that has attracted much attention [l-141.
Although quantitative description for the microscopics of the vortex-state Hall conduction
remains incomplete, several important facts have been established. First, the sign reversal
is associated with intrinsic physical properties of type-I1 superconductors [2,3,10-151, and
is independent of either random [4] or correlated disorder [8,12]. Second, the occurrence of
sign reversal in ozyhas been attributed to the non-uniform spatial distribution of carriers
within and far outside the vortex core [lo-121. Third, the dc vortex-state Hall conductivity
*

of superconducting cuprates is found to be strongly dependent on the doping level, showing anomalous sign reversal in the underdoped regime and no anomaly in the overdoped
regime [13]. This important experimental finding suggests the relevance of the electronic
I

structures within vortices?o the Hall conductivity in the superconducting state, although
the dependence of the sign of ozy [13] is opposite to the prediction based on the s-wave
weak coupling theory [10,11,14,15]. Recent theoretical investigation of the electronic structure of vortices in high-temperature superconducting cuprates (HTSC) has revealed novel
properties associated with the d-wave pairing symmetry [16], which may lead to better
understanding of the doping-level dependence. Fourth, the characteristic time associated
with the vortex-state aall conductivity of high-temperature superconductors hasbeen estimated from both dc [ E ] and microwave [17] measurements, and is found to be comparable
to the quasiparticle life ti-.
Despite increasing knowledge forthe vortex-state Hall conductivity, most experimental
results and the corresponding theoretical interpretation have only focused on the dc Hall
effect, except the coherent time-domain spectroscopy measurements [7] of the complex Hall
conductivity on a YBazCu307--6 epitaxial film at 100

-

800 GHz. The frequency and

temperature dependence of the high-frequency Hall conductivity was analyzed in terms of
a simple two-fluid model, and the vortex-state Hall conductivity was entirely attributed to

the contribution of quasiparticles. The latter conclusion contradicts experimental results
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obtained in the dc limit, where the vortex-state Hall conductivity is known to consist of
contributions from both vortices and quasiparticles [2,5,9,12]. It is therefore important to
reconcile the difference between the high-frequency and dc measurements by investigating
the complex Hall conductivity at intermediate frequencies.
In this work, we report experimental studies of the complex vortex-state Hall conductivity of YBazCu307--6 epitaxial thin films at frequencies from lo2 to lo7 Hz. Our experimental results indicate that in the anomalous sign-reversal regime of cry(=a:,

- io&,),

where oLYis the real part and ugy is the imaginary part, the frequency dependence of

-

the complex Hall conductivity follows a:,

constant, a&

o(

w , where w is the angular

frequency of the applied ac currents. The experimental results are analyzed in terms of
a model generalized from that [lo] for the dc Hall conductivity. This generalized model

is based on the Drude approximation [lS] in the flux-flow limit, and it assumes that the
L.

occurrence of sign reversal in th; dc vortex-state Hall conductivity is the result of different
carrier densities within and far away from the vortex core. We find that the temperature
and frequency dependencies of our data, as well as the data taken at much higher frequencies (100 - 800 GHz), are in good agreement with this phenomenological model. In
addition, the magnetic field ( B ) dependence of the complex Hall conductivity data is consistent with contributions from both the core states of vortices (.&)
contribution (u&), where o:y cc B-l and

criYcc,B. Furthermore,

and the quasiparticle
lu:yl

<<

and the

magnitude of uLy is consistent with known physical parameters. On the other hand,we find
that the empirical lo:yl is much larger than the theoretical prediction. Possible origins for
this discrepancy, including the unconventional electronic structures in vortices of cuprate
superconductors, are discussed.
Section I1 we review the theoretical model

This pa.per is structured as follows.In

for the dc vortex-state Hall conductivity byFeige1'ma.n et nl.

[lo], and generalize the d

formalism to comples Hall conductivity under the Drude approsimation.

Section I11

a description of the broad-band direct transport measurement techniques for the complc

Hall conductivity. In Section IV, the experimental resultsare presented and compared wit
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the predictions of our model. Section V consists of a discussion of the physical significance
of our data, and compares our results with related literature. Finally, a summary of the
key findings of this work is given in Section VI.

11. Flux-Flow Vortex-State Hall Conductivity in the Drude Approximation
A. dc Hall conductivity
The startingpoint of our approach is a phenomenological description for the dcvortexstate Hall conductivity by Feigel’mcm,Geshkenbein, Larkin and Vinokur (FGLV) [lo]. The
FGLV model assumes two prinlary contributions to the vortex-state Hdl conductivity. .One
is the vortex Hall conductivity ( o : ~ )the
, other is the quasiparticle contribution (cT&).
The sign of azy is the same as that of the normal state and is linearly proportiond to
the magnetic induction B,.’wlpreas a& arises from the electron-hole asymmetry [15] and
”

is dependent ondetails of the density of states [14,15]. It isbelieved

that the vortex

contribution a& is responsible for the observed sign reversal in the Hall conductivity of
various type-I1 superconductors. Assuming the BCS Hamiltonian, van Otterlo et al. [ll]
have shown that a$ may be interpretted as the vortex charging effect that arises from the
difference in the carrier density within the vortex core and that far outside of the vortex
core, and this difference yields a sign change in the vortex-state Hall conductivity relative
to that of the normal-stake Hall conductivity if a(lnTc)/apIIt=EF< 0 [13], where p is the
chemical potential and E F the Fermi energy. Hence,

a phenomenological description for

the vortex-state Hall conductivity is given by the following expression (in SI units) [lo]:

where a& is the vortex contribution consisting of effects of the bound-state quasiparticles
within the vortes cores and the vortex cha.rging effect, andaZy is the contribution from all
other quasiparticles. Here n denotes the total carrierdensity, 6n(r no-n,)

is the difference

between the carrier density yithin the vortex core (n.o)and that far outside thevortex core
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(n,), and 6n satisfies the conditions 6n (< n ( x no x n W ) , 6n + constant for T + 0 and

6n + 0 for 2'' + TF; hwo

= A : / E F is the energy level of the vortex bound state for an

s-wave superconductor with a finite energy gap A0 [19]; wc

E

( e B / m * )is the cyclotron

frequency of normal carriers; g is a function dependent on the ratio of [Ao/(lcjc~T)]E x ,
which satisfies the conditions g(z

Sn

>> 1) + 1 and

g(x

+ 0)

= z [lo]. In the event that

> 0, sign reversal in crycan take place as the temperature

is varied [10,11]. We note

that except for the termassociated with the non-uniform spatial distributionof the carriers,

(6n/n),the FGLV model in Ey.( 1) is essentially based on the Drude approximation, which
assumes one characteristic time r for both quasiparticles outside the vortex cores and
bound-state quasiparticles inside the vortex cores. It is implicitly understood that
a strong function of the temperature, and that the temperature

dependence of

T

T

is

in the

superconducting state is expected to be different from that in the normal state. We also
note that the FGLV formalism is only applicable to isotropic superconductors. However,
..

Eq.(l) can be easily generalized for anisotropic superconductors [12] by performing the
anisotropic-to-isotropic scaling transformation 16,201.

=

When examining the term [-(ne/B)(Sn/n)] 6uZyin Eq.(l) more closely, we remark
that this contribution due to the vortex charging effect implicitly assumes a very long
relaxation time r, associated with 6n, such that w,r,

>> 1 for finite magnetic fields in

the superconducting state. This assumption implies that the charge imbalance associated
with the presence of vortices is long lived relative to all other relevant time scales in the
vortex state, so that its contribution to the Hall conductivity is analogous to that of the
free electron gas. Hence, we may rewrite SaZyin terms of the following approximation:

if w,r,

if B + 0 and wcr, << 1,

x 0,
where a0

E

>> 1 for T < T,;

( n e 2 r / m *is
) the normal state dc conductivity in the Drude approximation.

The above clarification isusefulfor

us to generalize the FGLV model from dc to finite

frequencies, as discussed below.
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B. Complex Hall conductivity
Before extending the FGLV formula to finite frequencies in the Drude approximation,
we first review the equation of motion for a charge carrier in the normal state for magnetic
field

(2)parallel to the z-axis:

.. = Ez2 +E,$ is the electric field,

where fi'= p z 2 +pug denotes the momentum of carriers, E

and r is the tranport relaxation time. Assuming linear response so that dc/dt

= -i~$,

where w is the angular frequency of the applied ac currents, the normal state complex
longitudinal and Hall conductivities may be easily derived from the equation of motion.
We find that

For the superconducting state, we assume the flux-flow limit where the effects of pinGng can be neglected. We argue that this assumption is justified in the derivation of the
vortex-state Hall conductivity, because it has been verified both experimentally [8,12] and
theoretically [4] that pinning effects on vortices do not influence the vortex-state Hall conductivity. Taking the linear response limit and assumingtwo

contributions

and a&,

as in Eq.(l), and noting that the characteristic frequency wo of the bound-state quasi-

-

particles is associated with an effective magnetic field

wo

E

Hc2

ratherthan

B , (such that

A i / ( f i E ~ ) eH,;!/rn*), the complex longitudinal and Hall conductivities may be

derived from the equation of motion. We obtain:

6
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We note that both

o,, and oZyhave been givenfor the sake of consistency, although

we are primarily interested in the complex’Hal1 conductivity rather than the longitudinal
conductivity) and that only ozy is independent of pinning defects in the superconductor.

cc g ( H c z / B ) a o

Furthermore, in Eq.(4a) we have assumed

-

g(wo/wc)ao,to ensure that

the longitudina.1 conductivity is consistent _with
. .the flux-flow conductivity. We also note
that in the dc limit ( w + 0) and for wcro0 >> 1, oty recovers the expression in Eq.(l).

To verify the validity of our approach, it is interesting to compare ozz(=a:,

- io:=)

in the zero-magnetic field with that in the vortex state. That is, the quantity g ( H c 2 / B )
in the flux-flow limit may be replaced by the superfluid fraction (n,/n) for B + 0, such
rz

”..

that in the low temperature and high-frequency limit where g -+ 1 and w r

>> wor >> 1, we

obtain

consistent with Mattis-Bardeen theory [21]. On the other hand, for T

> Tc and B =

0,

the ‘superfluid fraction vanishes, and Eq.(4a) recovers the Drude conductivity for normal
metals, o,,(o)

=

oo/(l

- iwr).

Recasting a,, into complex resistivity p I Z and taking

We shall show in the next section that the above approach is indeed in good agreement with
our experimental observation at radio frequencies, and in the high-frequency limit is also
consistent with the experimental data taken with the coherent time-domain spectroscopy

[71
7

Next, we consider the complex Hall conductivity aIyunder our experimentalcondition.
Using m* = 4771, [13,22] and r

-

for B(MH ) measured in Tesla, and w r

s near T, [12,23,24],'we find that wcr

-

5 X 10-3B

<< w,r, wor is satisfied for the range of frequency

and magnetic field of our experiments. In this limit, the real and imaginary parts of a,,
become:

Therefore a:, is nearly frequency independent for all temperatures if o << (oc,wo),and is
consistent with the dc Hall conductivity expression in Eq.(l). On the other hand, in the
same frequency range, the relation la&l cc w holds for all temperatures. We shall show
later that the frequency dependence of both
..

.

oly and a&

in Eq.(7) is indeed consistent

with our experimental res&s. Furthermore, we shall verify the validity of Eq.(4b) in the
high-frequency limit by comparing Eq.(4b) with the data taken with the coherent time
domain spectroscopy (71.

111. Experimental
There have been limited direct ac transport measurements of superconductors in the
radio frequency (rfl range, largely due to difficulties in resolving small impedance of the
superconductor from a large background of parasitic impedances and noises that are associated with the electronic instruments and cables. Recently, several direct ac longitudinal
impedance measurements of high- temperature superconductors have been reported in the
literature [25-291, and these experiments focused on critical scaling analysis of the vortex
phase transitions associated with different types of controlled disorder. To the best of our
knowledge, there has not been any report of direct transport measurements of the complex
Hall conductivity at rf frequencies, possibly because the Hall angle in high-temperature
superconductors is srna.11, so that the signals of Hall impedance are orders of magnitude

smaller than those of the longitudinal impedance, making the signal of the Hall impedance
very difficult to resolve. In this work, we extend our previous ac measurement techniques
for the longitudinal conductivity [25-301 to the Hall effect studies [31].
In a superconductor with uniaxial symmetry along the z-axis, the Hall conductivity
for magnetic field parallel to i is determined by the longitudinal and Hall resistivities, pzz
and pzy, according to the following formula:
ozy

= P3zPZY
+ Ply '

of the applied currents, ..because
the van der Pauw corrections are only valid in the linear
.
.

P

e

response limit [33], and because lmge errors in the low temperature ozy data are likely
to occur due to the rapidly vanishing pzz and pzy [12]. We describe in the following our
experimental approaches for obtaining the complex components of pzz and pzy. We note
that pzz and ply respond differently to the reversal of magnetic field, so that different
calibration procedures are employed to obtain these components.
To obtain the ac resistivity pzz, we use similar experimental set up and calibration
procedure developed previously [25-301, with minor modifications in the electronic components [31] to improve the signal-to-noise ratio and to extend the measurement frequency
range from previous 100 Hz

-

2 MHz to 100 Hz

-

7 MHz. The ac impedance ismea-

sured using the four-point technique, and the signal is first amplified with a low-noise, 42
dB-gain pre-amplifier, and then measured using an HP 4194A Impedance/Gain-Phase Analyzer. The ac current is supplied by an ac voltage from the H P 4194A Analyzer through
a non-inductive load resistor R L = 1 kS2, and the condition Rr, >> 2, (2, being the sample

impedance) is satisfied for the entire experimental frequency range, to ensure a constant
amplitude for the applied current. All measurements are performed in the linear response
region, so that there is no variation of the impedance signal as a function of the applied

9
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current. More details of the experimental set up are given in Refs. [30,31].

To deconvolve the sample impedance 2, from the measured signal

Zme,,

over a broad

frequency range, ca.refu1 calibrations must be made in order to remove the background
distortion. The measured impedance Z,,,,

may be expressed in terms of a general form:

where G ( f ) is the amplitude of the total gain, and 6 ( f ) is the phase shift due to uncompensated cable length (and phase distortion of the pre-amplifier, which is only dependent
on the experimental setup rather than the sample, and
,

Zback

is the complex background

impedance. For the frequency range of our experiment, it is reasonable to assume that the
sample impedance at T

>> Tc is completely resistive, and that 2, x R, >> Z b a c k , where R,

is the normal state resistance of the sample. Hence,
,
:

?

m

Zmeas(T

>> T,) X R , G ( f ) e e ( f ) .

Knowing R, from the dc transport measurements, both G(f) and @ ( f ) can be determined
by measuring the pha.se and amplitude of

Zmeas(T

>> T,) [30]. We note that both G ( f )

and 6 ( f ) are independent of either the temperature or the sample, because the total gain

G ( f ) is primarily determined by the gain of the pre-amplifier as well as contributions from
the end-to-end losses of the measurement system and impedance mismatch, and the phase

O ( f ) is also associated with the phase distortion of the experimental setup, as mentioned
earlier.
Similarly, it is reasonable to assume that
the sample, because

Zbn,"

Zbn&

is independent of the temperature of

includes parasitic capacitance and inductance of the measure-

ment system, which is not a. sensitive function of the sample temperature. Therefore, by
measuring a short in the place of a superconductor, we have Z,,,,
Zback

M ZbackG(f)eie(f),

and

can be determined by using the calibrated G ( f ) and B ( f ) . Thus, the longitudinal

impedance, Z,, ~ n therefore
d
the longitudinal complex conductivity a,,(f) for frequencies

from 100 to loi Hz can be obtained from the above calibration procedure.
10

In the case of Hall conductivity measurements, the calibration for the Hall impedance
is more staightforward than that for the ac 1ongitudina.limpedance, because most parasitic
background signals are invariant under the reversal of the applied magnetic field. Assuming
that thenet Hall signal is Z s , H a l l , we may express the measured signal Z m e a s , H a l l as follows:
Zmeas,Hall

where

Zba.-l;,Hall

= ( Z s , H a l l -k Z b o c k , H a l l ) G ( f ) e i e ( f ) ,

is a comples background'signal, which includes not only the parasitic

impedances of the esperimental set up, butalso contributions from the longitudinalimpedance
due to possible misalignment of the electrical contacts. In general,

Zback,Ha[l

under the revera1 of the applied magnetic. field. Therefore, we may remove

is invariant

Zback,Hall

by

performing measurements under both + H and - H , and obtain

Knowing G ( f )and O ( f ) from the calibration procedure for the longitudinal impedance, we
obtain

. -.

Zs,Hal[

a

as a functiod of T , 8 and f .

The above calibration procedure has been applied to measurements of an expitaxial
YBa2Cu307-8 thin film on LaA103 (100) substrate. The standard procedure for preparing
these YBa2Cu307--6 epitaxial films is as follows: The films werefabricated using the pulsed
laser deposition technique under 400 mTorr oxygen vapor pressure, with the substrate
temperature during the deposition at 800°C. After deposition, samples were slow-cooled
to room temperature in 500 Torr of osygen. More information about the fabrication and
characterization of these YBa2Cu307-6epitaxia.1films

[34]. In this

are detailed inRef.

work, the frequency range of the a.c longitudinal and Hall impedance measurements was
from lo2 Hz to 7

X

lo6 Hz, the temperature range from T

=

80.0 I< to 100.0 I<, and

all measurements were performed at consta.nt magnetic fields of H

= 0,

1, 2, 3, 4, and

5 Tesla, oriented along the sample c-asis. The applied current was always perpendicular

to the magnetic field. The superconducting transition temperature T, determined from dc
resistive measurement for these films was typically between 87.5 to 89.5 I<. In the following,
results on a representative epitaxial film are shown, with T, x 88.2 I<, a transition width

AT,

M

0.6 I<, and a normal state resistivity pXz x 100 p a cm just above T,.
11

IV. Results and Analysis
Following the calibration procedures outlined above, we obtain the frequency dependence of the real and imaginary parts of the longitudinal and Hall resistivity at various
temperatures and fields, as exemplified in Figs.l(a)-(b) for p:, and p:x and in Figs.2(a)(b) for p:, and p&, with an applied field H

= 2 T. Using Eq.( 8), the corresponding Hall

conductivity can be converted from the measured p z x and p x y , and the representative results for H
i

= 2 T are shown in Figs.S(a)-(b) for "&,

and D

: ~versus f

at various T . We note

that the same frequency dependence is observed for all isotherms taken at other magnetic
fields, as illustrated in Figs.4(a)-(b) for o&-vs.-f and

I< and H

=

a,N!-vs.-f

data taken at T

= 86.0

1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 T. For the magnetic field dependence of o:y and ozy, a

representative set of data for f

= 1 MHz is shown in Figs.fj(a)-(b).

To verify the correctness of our experimental results, we first examine the zero-field
longitudinal resistivity dat& andfind that the temperature and
frequency dependence of the
-1

complex resistivity is consistent with the Drude model, with

pi,

-

constant and p:= oc w ,

as discussed in Section 11-B. Furthermore, in the low frequency limit and under finite
magnetic fields, the real part of the complex Hall resistivity, p;,, recovers results obtained
from the dc measurements, showing anomalous sign reversal for both p:,
p:,'-vs.-B

- us. - T and

in the vortex state [12]. In addition, the frequency dependence of both the real

and imaginary parts of the complex Hall conductivity follows the prediction of Eq.(7), with
lo& I

-

constant and lo&l cc w.

Regarding the magnetic field dependence of

bZy in

the vortex state, we note that

previous coherence time-domain spectroscopy studies of the vortex-state complex Hall conductivity at high frequencies (from 100 GHz to 800 GHz) have attributed the vortex-state
Hall effect solely to the non-localized quasiparticle contribution [7]. As stated .in Section

11, this assumption would imply
w

(O:,/OO)

M

w,r oc B and (cr&/oo)X 2Wcwr2 oc B for

>> wc, which is different from the observed magnetic field dependence of our

Q,,

data

for frequencies up to lo7 HZ. On the other hand, if we take into account the vortex contribution in the Hall conductivity, in the sign reversal regime where wcr

13

<< 1, wor << 1, and

g

-+ 0, we find
Ozy.
I

= B [g(wor)Z - (F) + (1 x

OZY
If x

g)(wcT)2]

$ [- ($)+ ( eBr

[-:

T)2]

(-2wr)- ne

B

x (-2W.)"" B

[gw;r2

- (dnl4
w,2rr,

{- (2)[.

+ c2B] ,

+ (1- 9 ) 4 T 2 ]

e2(m*
B2rr,
l2

I.+

(")2}
eBr

= [$-681,
where c1, c2, dl
,

(9)

and dz are positive coefficients. Fitting

in Fig.5(a) using Eq.(9), we obtain c2

E

theoLy-vs,-13data for (T/T,) x 0.97

? ~ e ~ r ~ / (=m1140
* ) ~f 50 f2-1m-1T-1, where m*

is the effective mass of the carriers. Using r

-

0.3 x

s determined from thedc

Hall conductivity measugempnts at (T/T,) 0.97 [E], we have the total carrier density
r.
n M 2.5 X 1020(m*/me)2~ r n - ~F &
. ~ m * / m e )X 4 in the case of YBa*Cu307-~[13,22], we
N

obtain

TZ M

4 X 102'cm"3, which is a reasonable value for YBa2Cu307. Furthermore, using

the fitting parameter c1
we obtain (dnln)

-

estimate of (dn/n)

= (ne)(Sn/n) = (1.4 f 0.1) x lo4 R-'m"T

for (T/T,.)

-

0.97,

2 x loe5, which is of the same order of magnitude is the theoretical

-

[ A o ( T ) / E F[lo],
] ~ assuming & , ( T ) = &[I

- (T/Tc)]'l2[10,12],

and A, x 19rneV isthe average superconducting ,gap of YBa2Cu307-8 [35]. On the
other hand, we note that similar fitting to the ima.ginary part of the Hall conductivity cgY
yields

Io&/oL,~

10&/ 0 ;~1

-

(d2/c2)

- (2w~)

-

for f

whichismuch

=

larger thanthetheoreticalprediction

1 MHz. This discrepancy may be duetothe

of

incorrect

assumption of s-wave pa.iringsymmetry in YBa2Cu307-,5, a s discussed in the nest section.

V. Discussion
We have shown in the previous section that themagnetic field dependence of our experimental data manifest both contributionsfrom clua.sipa,rticlescancl vortices to thevortex-state
Hall conductivity. In addition, the temperature and frequency dependence of the complex
13

Hall conductivity is found to be consistent with our generalized FGLV model. Quantitatively, we also note that the real part of the Hall conductivity,

a:., is in good

agreement

with the dc Hall conductivity data at radio frequencies. On the other hand, themagnitude
of the imaginary part of the Hall conductivity, a&, is found to be much larger than the
prediction based on the simple approximation outlined above.

One plausible explanation for this discrepancy is that the FGLV model does not consider the relevance of d-wave pairing symmetry.in hole-type high-temperature superconc

I

ductors, and therefore cannot account for the electronic structures correctly in the

olr

term. More specifically, it has been shown that for an infinite size sample, a pure d,a+
pairing symmetry prohibits any true bound state for quasiparticle around a vortex [16],
.in sharp contrast to a large number of bound states in conventional s-wave superconductors [14,15,19]. Consequently, the semi-classical approximation in Eq.(4b), which assumes
an isotropic gap A0

<< EF .[19], must be modifiedin the case of pure d-wave pairing
I

symmetry. On the other hand, we 2ote that a small out-of-phase mixed symmetry (such

as d,,

or s ) relative to the predominant

~ , Z - ~ Z

symmetry is expected in YBazCu307--6

due to its orthorhombicity [35], and the existence of either

(d,2-,2

+ i s ) mixed

+ idzy) [16,36,37] or

(d,~-~2

symmetries has several important implications on the Hall conduc-

tivity. First, a finite number of bound states with large energy spacing becomes available
if mixed symmetries exist [16,38,39], so that the semi-classical approximation undertaken
in Eq.(4b) remains valid. Second, the superconducting energy gap A0 has to be replaced
by Ak, where the wave-vector dependent energy gap is given by Ak

for the (dz2-y2

+ i s ) pairing symmetry, with

vector relative to the antinode of the d,2-,z

A d >> A,, and

Ok

= Ad cos 2 8 k + iA,

is the angle of the wave-

gap. Third, the characteristic frequency wo in

Eq.(4b) must be rewritten to incorporate the complex gap function and its spatial variation. Assuming that Eq.(4b) may be modified by replacing u o with a complex characteristic
frequency that reflects the mixed pairing symmetries in YBazCuJ0,-6, an increase in ]a&l
may be expected without incurring noticeable decrease in [a:, [ if

[ << [a&1. However,

rigorous theory which explicitly includes the correct pairing symmetry in the vortex-state
14

Hall conduction will be needed to quantitatively account for our experimental observation.
Another interesting aspect is the correlation of the sign of ozy with the doping level
and the pairing symmetry. As stated’in the introduction, the occurrence of sign reversal
in the vortex-state oxyis associated with the condition S n ( r no
superconductors, and

612

is related to the quasiparticle

- n,)

> 0

in type-I1

bound states within the vortex

core. We have noted that the orthorhombic structure of YBa2Cu307-8 is likely

to yield

mixed pairing symmetries, and therefore can allow quasiparticle bound states in the vortex core, as manifested by the scanning tunneling, spectroscopy studies of the vortex core
states in YBa2Cu307-6 [38]. Thus, the magnitude of 6n is expected to be finite, and
sign reversal may occur in the vortex-state cxyif Sn

> 0, according to Eq.(l). .Similarly,

the electron-type superconducting cuprate Nd1.ssCeo.15Cu04 is known to be of the s-wave
pairing symmetry [do]. Hence, quasiparticle bound states exist within the vortex core, and

6n is finite. The observed spn reversal in the vortex-state Hall conductivity [9] therefore
suggests that Sn

> 0.

.*

On the other hmd, for pure tetragonal lattice structure of other

hole-type superconducting cuprates, it is known that. the pairing symmetry is

dz2”Y2,

and

that no quasiparticle bound states may exist within the vortex core, as manifested in the
scanning tunneling spectroscopy data by Renner et al. 1411 on both the underdoped and
overdpped Bi2Sr2CaC~208+6.If one naively associa.tes the absence of quasiparticle bound
states with the absence of vortex charging effect, i.e., Sn

=

0, one would conclude that

sign reversal could not occur in the vortes stateHall conductivity for either underdoped or
overdoped Bi2Sr2CaCu208+8. However, the observation of sign reversal in the underdoped
Bi2Sr2CaCu208+~[13] suggests that the vortex charging effect is not trivially associated
with the existence of quasiparticle bound states in the vortex core, More experimental
and theoretical work is clearly needed to consistently correlate the doping level and pairing
symmetry with the vortes cha.rging effect.
Finally, we compare O

U ~rfresults

with the higher frequency Hall conductivity data re-

ported previously [7]. We note that previous high frequency measurements were performed
in one magnetic field, 6 T, and were a.nalyzec1 interms of a simple two-fluid model without
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including the vortex contribution. As detailed in previous sections of this article, thevortex
contribution can be best manifested by studying the magnetic field dependence of the Hall
conductivity, particularly in the low-field limit. That is, Iuz,I

B” while oZy oc B , so

o(

that the magnitudeof ogy diverges in the low field limit [2] and has an opposite sign to aZy
in the vortex state. Hence, the vortex contribution to azycannot be manifested by simply
considering the temperature and frequency dependence of ozy.For the sake of completeness, we examine in the following whether our generalized FGLV model in Eq.(4b) may
be consistent with the temperature and frequency dependence of the high-frequency data
reported in Ref.[7]. Using the parameters given in Ref. [7], where
near T, to

N

10”2s at T

<< T ! ,and wc = (40 GHz), we find (

frequency range of 100 GHz to 800 GHz, and ( U T )

-

~

varies from

T
~

-

10-139

<N
7 () ~ ~
0 7<
) ~
1for the

1, varying from greater tosmaller than

1 with increasing temperature. We may further neglect the term associated with (Snln)in
Eq.(4b) at high frequqdcies, because it is insignificant relative to other terms except near
-b

Tc. Hence, Eq.(4b) is reduced into the following simple expression:

Thus, for a given frequency,the magnitude of both

aiyand a:,

reaches amaximum if W T

-

-

1. Since ~ ( 7 ’ )decreases with increasing temperature and T(T’~) u ‘ ~ the
, temperature

Tpk at which luzyl reaches maximum is expected to increase with increasing frequenc!
according to Eq.(lO). Furthermore, Eq.(lO) predicts that the magnitude of u& become,
comparable to that of a& under the experimental conditions given in Ref. [7], consisten
with the experimental data [7]. We therefore conclude that the complex vortex-state Ha
conductivity givenin Eq.(4b) contains most of the essential components, although

fu

account for the quantitative details still awaitscomplete theoretical studies.

VI. Summary
In summitry, we have investigated the complex Hall conductivity of YBazCu~07e
taxial films at frequencies from 100 Hz to 7 MHz using a direct transport measurema
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technique. An expression for the complex Hall conductivity in the flux-flow limit has been
derived by generalizing the FGLV model for dc vortex-state Hall conductivity. We find that
the qualitative behavior of the complex Hall conductivity data, including the dependence
on temperature, frequency and magnetic field, can be described consistently with this generalized model. Furthermore, quantitutiuely the real part of the complex Hall conductivity
recovers the dc Hall conductivity in the low frequency limit, and the carrier density n and
the magnitude of the vortex charging effect (&z/n),derived from fitting

0:. data with our

model, are found to be consistent with the known properties of YBa2CuBOl. In addition,

in the high-frequency limit, our phenomenological model can also account for the temperature and frequency dependence of the coherent time-domain-spectroscopy data taken at

'

100 GHz to $00 CHz. On the other hand, the magnitude

of the imaginary part of the

Hall conductivity (a&)at rf frequencies appears to be significantly larger than the predicrr

tion of our model. This discrepancy may be attributed to the unconventional electronic
structures within the vortex core of cuprate superconductors with d-wave or mixed pairing symmetries. Further theoretical investigation which explicitly incorporates the correct
pairing symmetry will be necessary to fully account for all aspects of the vortex-state Hall
,

conductivity.
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Fig.1 Frequency-dependent isotherms of the complex longitudinal resistivityof a representative YBazCu307 epitaxial film for H

= 2 Tesla and I? t: (a) pk.-vs.-f;

(b) p;+-vs.-f.

We note that each isotherm constitutes 400 data.points, and that the shaded data of the
isotherm at 100 I< in (b) indicates the region where validity of data is questionable due to
signal overloading the pre-amplifier in the normal state [31].

Fig.2 Frequency-dependent isotherms of the complex Hall resistivity of a representative
YBa2Cu307 epitaxial film for H

= 2 Tesla and I? 11 t: (a) &-vs.-f;

(b) p&-vs.- f .

Fig.3 Frequency-dependent isotherms of the complex Hall conductivity derived from the
results shown in Figs.1 and 2: (a) &-vs.-f;

(b) cr&-vs.-f. (Note: the 88 I< and 89 K data

. are plotted as -o&.)
Fig.4 Frequency-dependent 'complex Hall conductivity at various constant magnetic fields
and for T

= 86.0K.

"

I

(a) e,-vs.-f; (b) ~ ; ~ - v s . - f .(Note: 4 Tesla and 5 Tesla data are

plotted as - o : ~ . )

Fig.5 Magnetic field dependence of the complex Hall conductivity at T

= 86.0 I< and f = 1

MHz. (a) aL,-vs.-B: The solid line represents a theoretical fit with oLY= -(q/B) + c ~ B ,
where c1

= 1.43 X

104CT/m3 = 1.43 x lo4 L?-lm-'T, and c2

= 1.14 x

lo3 Wlm-lT".

(b) a~,-vs.-B:The solid line represents a theoretical fit with ogy = ( d l / B 3 )- d2B, where
dl

= 4.09 X lo2 R-'m"T3,

and dz

= 2.49 R"m"T-l.
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